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ABSTRACT: Authoring tools play a crucial role in the development of learning content facilitating the creation of Learning Objects. However, not much work has been done in order to determine if educators actually can use these tools to create effective and reusable Learning Objects in an easy way. This paper address this issue by presenting and evaluating an open source authoring tool called ViSH Editor. Three factors were evaluated: the usability and user acceptance of the authoring tool, the quality and learning effectiveness of the created Learning Objects, and the reusability of these resources. Usability was evaluated through a lab test and the user acceptance with a survey among 180 users. Quality evaluation was conducted using LORI (Learning Object Review Instrument). The learning effectiveness was evaluated through learner surveys and test scores. Finally, reusability was evaluated by using the LORI Instrument, by measuring metadata quality using a set of metrics, and by a quantitative analysis of reuse. Results show that ViSH Editor is an authoring tool capable of allowing educators to create effective and reusable Learning Objects in an easy way.

INTRODUCTION

Learning Objects have emerged in recent years as a key strategy for creating, sharing, and delivering learning resources. The fundamental idea behind Learning Objects is that educational content can be broken down into small chunks that can be independently created and reused in various contexts and e-Learning systems [1]. The main aim of Learning Objects is to improve reusability in order to minimize the production cost, save time, and enhance the quality of the educational resources. Significant discussion has been devoted to establishing a unifying definition of Learning Objects across the last years without reaching a consensus [2]. In this work we define Learning Objects as “reusable digital resources tagged with metadata that are self-contained and that can be used for education.” The multiple benefits of using Learning Objects have been exposed by several empirical investigations that have examined their instructional effectiveness and learning outcomes across different educational environments [3–5] as well as their capacity to be reused [6,7].

There are still some barriers hampering the use and adoption of Learning Objects in education. First, although there are several Learning Object Repositories publicly available on the Web such as MERLOT or Connexions, teachers find it difficult to locate suitable Learning Objects. Many teachers perceive the search process as time consuming and they can need over an hour to find an appropriate resource [8].

To alleviate this problem Learning Object Repositories usually adopt measures such as the use of ranking metrics [9] or recommender systems [10]. Although these measures can speed up the search process, teachers usually need to customize the Learning Objects they find to adapt them to their needs [11]. Besides, the low availability of topic specific Learning Objects is another barrier [5]. One way to solve all these problems is to allow teachers to create their own Learning Objects. However, the creation of Learning Objects is a highly technical and time consuming task. A solution to this issue is the use of authoring tools that allow educators to create effective Learning Objects with little effort and low cost without requiring them any programming knowledge or strong computer skills. A trained author can achieve a ratio of around 4 h of authoring to produce 1 h of
instruction using an authoring tool and importing existing materials, while the creation of the same type of learning resource without using the tool is estimated to take between 300 and 1000 h per hour of instruction [12]. For an authoring tool to achieve an easy, fast, and effective creation process is essential to reuse existing resources and therefore, it would be advisable the adoption of the Learning Object strategy. The success of this strategy for creating Learning Objects through an authoring tool will depend on three key factors:

(1) The usability and user acceptance of the authoring tool. Educators need to create the Learning Objects in an easy and pleasant way even if they have little computer skills.

(2) The quality and learning effectiveness of the created Learning Objects. The Learning Objects created with the authoring tool should be well designed, achieve high user acceptance, and be effective in terms of learner engagement and academic performance.

(3) The capacity of the created Learning Objects to be reused and shared. Authoring tools based on the Learning Object approach need to go beyond creating effective learning resources in an easy way. They need to be able to generate these resources in a way they can be easily reused in different e-Learning systems and educational environments. Besides, an authoring tool that aims to create open Learning Objects should facilitate their sharing and discoverability.

Moreover, according to [13], an authoring tool should not only be easy to use and produce Learning Objects with good quality and high reusability but also be distributed under an open source license to allow its customization. Open source software has many advantages and offers several benefits for open education in comparison to proprietary software [14].

There are some works about open source Learning Object authoring tools in the literature [15–24], but none of them have performed an evaluation covering the aforementioned three key factors. Therefore, further research is required to determine if educators actually can use Learning Object authoring tools to create effective and reusable Learning Objects in an easy way.

This paper presents an easy to use and open source Learning Object authoring tool called ViSH Editor to facilitate the creation of effective and reusable Learning Objects. It contributes to the state of the art of open source authoring tools for creating Learning Objects by describing a tool with novel and distinguishing features and providing a complete evaluation. The paper explores the following research question: Is ViSH Editor an authoring tool capable of allowing educators to create effective and reusable Learning Objects in an easy way? In order to address this question, the three key factors were evaluated: the usability and user acceptance of the authoring tool, the quality and learning effectiveness of the created Learning Objects, and the reusability of these resources.

The paper is organized as follows. Next section reviews related work of e-Learning authoring tools with emphasis on open source tools for creating Learning Objects. Section Overview of ViSH Editor describes the main characteristics of ViSH Editor. The following section explains the methodology. Sections Evaluation of the Authoring Tool, Evaluation of the Created Learning Objects, and Reusability Evaluation of the Created Learning Objects show, respectively, the results of the evaluations of the first, second, and third factor. Finally, last section finishes with the conclusions of the study and future work.

RELATED WORK

An e-Learning authoring tool can be defined as “a software application that enables authors to create complete educational resources or courseware by integrating and linking together different objects and custom content generated by them.” These systems are usually designed for users with basic computer skills although some of them also allow the use of programming languages. Their main goals are to save cost and effort. There is no standard classification system for authoring tools although there has been some attempts such as [25], which proposed and evaluated a taxonomy for classifying these systems into three major groups: content development tools, multimedia tools, and auxiliary tools. Some works like [26] have examined the different characteristics of authoring tools. The most important characteristic of an authoring tool is the type of resource or output that can be created with it. Authoring tools have been primarily used in education for creating Learning Objects and e-Learning resources in general [15–23,27–35]. Nevertheless, authoring tools have been also used for other purposes such as authoring educational metadata [36], developing metadata application profiles [37], creating learning designs [19], planning courses [38], and collaborative learning scenarios [39], generating exams [40], adding virtual contents into printed educational materials [35], or simulating digital circuits [41]. This work focuses on Learning Object authoring tools. Other relevant characteristics of these tools are among others: platform support, media and files type support, content customization, automated programming, ease of use, creative freedom, adherence to e-Learning standards, reusability of the created resources, extensibility, cost, and license. There are some studies that have confirmed that Learning Objects created with authoring tools are able to improve learning outcomes and enhance student engagement [12,34,35,42]. Learning Object authoring tools have been also adopted by repositories since educational communities can use them for creating corpora of learning resources [27,43]. These tools have been also used with the main aim of stimulating learning by doing and enhancing learner skills such as creativity, critical thinking, and problem solving [44]. Moreover, Learning Object authoring tools can help traditional e-Learning systems to integrate features from Knowledge Management Systems, since they allow creating highly reusable knowledge resources in the form of Learning Objects that can be later shared, adapted, and integrated in other Learning Objects [45].

Many Learning Object authoring tools have been developed over the last years. Most of them are proprietary software such as Adobe Captivate, Articulate Presenter, Articulate Quizmaker, CourseLab, Microsoft LCDS, or HotPotatoes. However, there are also open source alternatives such as eXeLearning [29], JClic [30], RELOAD Editor [31], RELOAD Learning Design Editor [19,31], Xerte [21,32], or GLO Maker [16]. There are some works related to open source Learning Object authoring tools in the literature, but more research is needed in this area since there is a lack of evaluation studies of this kind of tools. In [13], six authoring tools (eXeLearning, Xerte, CourseLab, HotPotatoes, MyUdutu, and Microsoft LCDS) for creating Learning Objects were evaluated according to two criteria: usability of the tools and quality of the produced Learning Objects. Usability evaluation was carried out by one single evaluator using Nielsen’s heuristics while the quality of the Learning Objects was measured by comparing them with a reference Learning Object produced by a professional. The study concluded that both proprietary and open source authoring tools
can be used for producing good quality Learning Objects. Nevertheless, these results are quite limited and authors request for further research because the evaluation only involved one evaluator and one Learning Object. Another related work can be found in [24], which presents a user-centred usability evaluation of three authoring tools: GLO Maker, Microsoft LCDS, and Course Lab. A user testing in which six users performed 16 tasks with each tool was conducted in order to analyze the case of use and user satisfaction of the authoring tools. In addition to the qualitative evaluation through questionnaires, task success rates, and completion times were measured. Based on the results, authors stated that users can easily use GLO Maker for creating Learning Objects. A use case of the JClic authoring tool in the medical field is described in [20] but no evaluation is provided. In other work [22], 71 students used and rated the effectiveness and usability of one Learning Object created with the eXeLearning authoring tool. Nonetheless, the tool was not evaluated and the results are severely limited due to the small sample size of one Learning Object. An evaluation of the eXeLearning tool was carried out in [23], where a group of 33 students used the tool for creating 10 Learning Objects. The students used questionnaires to rate the usability of eXeLearning and the content quality and effectiveness of the created resources. Results showed that most respondents found eXeLearning easy to use and that they had good opinion about the created Learning Objects. This evaluation was merely qualitative and the rating of the resources was not performed in a real situation. There are more related works that describe other open source Learning Object authoring tools such as LO Creator [15] or LOC Tool [17], but no evaluation is provided. Finally, there are works that have studied the Learning Object reuse in different repositories. Ochoa [6] conducted a quantitative analysis of reuse in the ARIADNE repository which showed that 11.5% of their Learning Objects were reused for authoring new ones. This same study showed that 22.6% of the Learning Objects available in the Connexions repository were reused to form collections. A similar study can be found in [7], where the Learning Object reuse in the LRE repository was analyzed showing that around 19% of the resources were reused in collections.

OVERVIEW OF VISH EDITOR

ViSH Editor is a web-based open source authoring tool that aims to facilitate the creation of effective and reusable Learning Objects. The tool is publicly available at http://vishub.org, the website of the ViSH e-Learning platform [46]. ViSH Editor has been used for more than 4 years in ViSH with considerable success. Hundreds of users have used ViSH Editor for authoring thousands of Learning Objects which are nowadays published in the ViSH platform. It is worth pointing out that ViSH Editor can be used to create Learning Objects about any topic. The ViSH community has used it to create resources to teach mathematics, physics, technology, computer science, biology, and history among other topics.

System Architecture

The system consists of two main components: an editor (ViSH Editor) and a player (ViSH Viewer). ViSH Editor is a client–server web application that allows creating Learning Objects and saving them in JSON format. ViSH Viewer is a fully client-side web application that allows displaying the Learning Objects created with ViSH Editor in a web browser and interacting with them. Both applications have been developed in HTML5 and can be used with just a web browser. The created Learning Objects can be accessed from any device with a HTML5 compatible web browser without any installation being needed. The communication between the ViSH Editor client and the server is performed through an API. So, the tool is not tied to any specific backend technology and different server implementations can be developed for integrating the tool in different environments. The source code of ViSH Viewer and the client part of ViSH Editor is available at http://github.com/ging/vish and a Ruby on Rails implementation of the server part of ViSH Editor is available at http://github.com/ging/vish. This implementation is the one used in the ViSH platform.

Learning Object Model

Learning Objects can be combined among them to build more complex ones forming a hierarchy where the different levels of the hierarchy are called aggregation or granularity levels. Learning Object models define these levels of granularity and specify how the components can be aggregated as well as their properties. The main Learning Objects that can be created with ViSH Editor are the Interactive Presentations, which consist of series of slides displayed in a certain sequence, where each of these slides can be created by the author using different types of resources. The Interactive Presentations are built according to the Learning Object model of ViSH Editor which defines four levels of granularity according to the Figure 1:

• The first level, which corresponds to the most granular or atomic level, includes raw media files like images, audios, videos, flash objects, and documents as well as other resources such as paragraphs of text, questions, and quizzes, websites and web applications (including SCORM and IMS CP packages).

• The second level has a single Learning Object called “slide” that consists of a collection of levels one Learning Objects.

• The third level includes a series of Learning Objects termed “slidesets” which are built as a composition of slides. The current version of the tool allows creating three different slidesets: Flashcards, Virtual Tours, and Enriched Videos. Flashcards are “resources presented as an image background with ‘hot zones’ identified by animated arrows on which the learner can click to see additional contents that the author has previously linked”. Virtual Tours are similar to Flashcards, but they are presented as interactive maps where the “hot zones” are places identified by map pins. Finally, Enriched Videos are “videos augmented with other resources (e.g. questions, images, websites, etc.) which can be selected and customized by the author, and that can be displayed...
Banksy, the British graffiti artist

Click on the play button to listen to the podcast and answer the following quiz.

Which of the following statements are true and which are false? Listen to the whole podcast and try to answer the questions while you listen. You can see a transcription of the podcast in the next slide.

- Graffiti became a big problem when shops started to sell aerosol cans of spray paint.
- The real name of Banksy is Robert Banks.
- Banksy’s art is political and rebellious.
- Last year, Banksy painted an elephant in a big wall.
- A graffiti of Pulp Fiction can be seen close to a London tube station.

Auto Save

Figure 2 Learning Object created with ViSH Editor.

Automatically when the video reaches a specific point of time or when the learner requests one of them explicitly by selecting it in the progress bar or in a side menu”.

- The fourth and last level corresponds to the Interactive Presentations. These Learning Objects can contain Learning Objects of the third level or directly slides. Nevertheless, they cannot contain other Interactive Presentations although they can import the Learning Objects with which they are built. Figure 2 shows an example of an Interactive Presentation.

Main Features

ViSH Editor is based on the WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) paradigm. It provides a user friendly interface where the Learning Object to be created is presented as a presentation of slides, on which the authors can add new slides and move or remove the existing ones. Each slide is created from a template and inside it authors can create and insert the different types of contents. Figure 3 illustrates the user interface of ViSH Editor. The tool offers different themes which allow applying a predefined combination of colors, fonts, and effects such as slide transitions. Authors can preview the Interactive Presentations they are creating from a learner’s perspective at any time. Interactive Presentations can be saved as drafts so they can be only accessed by their author until their publication. There are several video-tutorials available for users to get started with the tool and learn how to use specific features. In addition, context-sensitive help is provided in the different sections of the user interface. ViSH Editor is internationalized and supports several languages such as English, Spanish, French, and German.

Authors can create paragraphs of text using a WYSIWYG rich text editor. They can also create different types of self-graded questions (multiple choice, true/false, short answer, sorting), and specify several settings for them such as the maximum number of attempts or the choices shuffling. An Audience Response System is available allowing teachers to pose a question and get instant feedback from the audience, which just need a device with a web browser to connect to the poll and answer the question. Besides creating contents from scratch, authors can insert many types of resources: pictures, audios, videos, flash objects, documents, websites, HTML5 applications, SCORM, and IMS CP packages, etc. These resources can be added via their URL, by uploading them or by searching on different educational repositories and content providers such as ViSH, Europeana, LRE, Flickr, YouTube, or SoundCloud. When authors upload their videos and audios to the server they are converted to HTML5 compliant
formats making them accessible from all browsers and devices. Authors can also create other interactive Learning Objects such as Flashcards, Virtual Tours, or Enriched Videos and integrate them in the Interactive Presentations. ViSH Editor also allows importing slides from PDF slideshows into the Interactive Presentations. This way, PDF slideshows can be quickly and easily converted to web Learning Objects which can be later enriched with more resources and contents. Authors can also import slides from other Interactive Presentations (created by them or by other users) retrieved from external files or web repositories. Moreover, IMS QTI and Moodle XML questions can be imported from XML files. ViSH Editor enables the authors to fill the metadata of the Learning Object through the user interface. They can indicate several metadata elements such as title, description, author, language, keywords, context, and age range, difficulty, typical learning time, or educational objectives. Attachment files can be included to provide complementary materials such as usage recommendations or lesson plans. Authors can also specify a license for the Learning Object before publishing on the repository. They also have the possibility of specifying more options such as if the users will be allowed to comment on the Interactive Presentation after being published. Authors can reuse resources and slides of Interactive Presentations published by other users as well as create derivative works by cloning existing Interactive Presentations. Thereby, the tool can support collaboration among the members of a community.

Interactive Presentations created with ViSH Editor are saved in the repository in JSON format. However, they can be exported to the SCORM e-Learning standard enabling their integration in Virtual Learning Environments such as Moodle, Blackboard, or Sakai. The current version allows exporting to SCORM 1.2 and SCORM 2004 4th Edition. Metadata are included in the SCORM packages according to the LOM (Learning Object Metadata) standard. Conformance of SCORM packages was validated using the latest versions of ADL Conformance Test Suite. Interactive Presentations can also be exported as JSON files which can be opened by the editor tool. Furthermore, the created questions can be exported to IMS QTI and Moodle XML to be reused in other systems. Generated IMS QTI questions were validated using the official QTI online validator and Moodle questions were tested in different versions of Moodle. In addition to export the created Interactive Presentations to different formats, they can be shared through an URL or embedded in a website by using an embed code. An API is provided in all the Learning Objects created with ViSH Editor allowing third party web applications to communicate with the tool and handle the Interactive Presentations (e.g. advance slides) allowing this way more sophisticated integrations.

Advanced Integration of Packaged Learning Objects

The most distinguishing feature of ViSH Editor compared to other Learning Object authoring tools is the advanced integration of packaged Learning Objects. Authors can insert and integrate Learning Objects purchased or created according to different e-Learning standards as well as HTML5 web applications that do not adhere to any e-Learning specification into the Interactive Presentations they are creating. Thereby, authors can reuse and combine Learning Objects created with other authoring tools and e-Learning systems as well as learning resources obtained from digital repositories that follow some e-Learning specification. The current version of the tool allows integrating Learning Objects that adhere to the following standards: IMS QTI 2.1, Moodle XML 2.8, IMS CP 1.1.4, SCORM 1.2, and SCORM 2004 4th Edition. Generic web applications can be also integrated allowing the reuse of the huge amount of tools and applications available on the Web and that are useful for education. Besides, e-Learning content developers can build and publish web applications for being used in Interactive Presentations. An API is provided to the developers in order to allow the integrated web applications to communicate with ViSH Editor and use advanced features (e.g. access to user data, grading, ...).

This integration does not only allow integrating the content of the packaged Learning Objects into the Interactive Presentations, it also manages the communication (if any) between the integrated Learning Objects and the Virtual Learning Environments so that the Interactive Presentations will behave as one single resource or activity in the eyes of the Virtual Learning Environments in which they are integrated.

METHODOLOGY

This paper addresses the following research question: Is ViSH Editor an authoring tool capable of allowing educators to create effective and reusable Learning Objects in an easy way?

In order to answer this question, the following three factors were evaluated:

(1) The usability and user acceptance of the authoring tool. First, in order to evaluate the usability of ViSH Editor, a lab test involving 12 participants was conducted. This lab test aimed to evaluate the usability of the tool and check if users can use it without any prior training. Secondly, the user acceptance was evaluated through a survey conducted among 180 users of the ViSH platform.

(2) The quality and learning effectiveness of the created Learning Objects. First, the quality of a large sample of Learning Objects created with ViSH Editor and published in the ViSH platform was evaluated by a group of reviewers using LORI (Learning Object Review Instrument) [47]. Then, learning effectiveness was evaluated in two different scenarios. On the one hand, the WBLT-S (WBLT Evaluation Scale for Students) [48,49] instrument was used by learners who had used Learning Objects in the ViSH platform to assess their effectiveness. On the other hand, a study was conducted in a public secondary school to evaluate the effectiveness in terms of student engagement and academic performance of five Learning Objects created with ViSH Editor.

(3) The reusability of the created Learning Objects. First, the LORI instrument was used by reviewers to assess reusability criteria. Then, a set of five metadata quality metrics were used to measure the metadata quality of the Learning Objects. Lastly, a quantitative analysis of reuse in the ViSH platform was conducted in order to provide empirical evidence of the reuse of the Learning Objects created with ViSH Editor.

The results of the evaluation of the first, second, and third factor are shown, respectively, in the Sections Evaluation of the Authoring Tool, Evaluation of the Created Learning Objects, and Reusability Evaluation of the Created Learning Objects. Finally, the research question is answered in Section Conclusions and Future Work where the conclusions of the study are presented.
EVALUATION OF THE AUTHORING TOOL

Usability Evaluation

A lab test with 12 participants was conducted in order to evaluate the usability of the ViSH Editor authoring tool. The lab test involves a one-on-one session between a moderator and each of the participants. The moderator gives the participants a set of tasks to perform on the system in question and asks them to think aloud while they complete the tasks. A total of 12 people participated in the lab test, eight males and four females, 21–59 years of age ($M = 32.6$, $SD = 12.7$). Five of the participants were teachers, three were engineers, and four were undergraduate students. Participants were requested to perform five representative tasks using the ViSH Editor tool. Each participant performed the tasks in a specific order to avoid carryover effects. Participants did not receive help or support from the moderator. After each task participants had to indicate their emotions with the use of expressive cartoon figures and the intensity of each of these emotions on a scale from 1 to 5. In this evaluation we used the cartoon figures provided by the LEMtool [50], which express four positive (joy, desire, fascination, satisfaction), and four negative (sadness, disgust, boredom, dissatisfaction) emotions using facial expressions and body postures. The screen and audio were recorded in every lab session so that they could be post processed to measure the task times and number of mouse clicks. Besides, recordings allow hearing what was exactly said in every moment. After completing all the tasks, each participant filled out a SUS (System Usability Scale) [51] questionnaire. The SUS questionnaire consists of 10 questions to be answered in a 5 point Likert scale and yields an overall score on a 0–100 scale. Lab sessions lasted around 45 min each. Lastly, in order to measure learnability, three of the participants attended two more sessions in which they performed again the same five tasks. Thereby, each of these participants performed three trials. The time between trials was one day.

The following usability metrics were collected from the lab test. A score for each metric was calculated. All scores are expressed in a 0–100 scale.

- **Task Completion**: score was calculated as the percentage of tasks successfully performed by the participants within a specific amount of time and with no errors.
- **Task Efficiency**: score was calculated as the time spent by the participants on performing the tasks in comparison with the time spent by an expert. The time required by an expert was estimated by measuring and averaging the time spent by two users with extensive expertise using ViSH Editor on performing the tasks of the usability test.
- **Clicks Efficiency**: score was calculated as the number of mouse clicks required by participants to accomplish the tasks in comparison with the minimum number of mouse clicks required.
- **Learnability**: score was calculated as the average of the improvements of the Task Completion, Task Efficiency, and Clicks Efficiency scores between the last and first trial performed by three of the participants in comparison with the maximum improvement that could be achieved.
- **Task Satisfaction**: score was calculated based on the emotions reported by the participants. The intensity of each emotion was reported in a 1–5 scale. Positive emotions increase the value of the score while negative emotions reduce it.
- **Overall satisfaction**: score was obtained from the SUS questionnaires filled by the participants.

The main results of the usability evaluation are exposed in Figure 4. The variations of the scores of the different performance metrics across trials used for calculating the learnability are shown in Figure 5.

Participants succeeded in performing the tasks within the required time and were satisfied with their performance on the tasks as well as with the usability of the tool. The value of 49 obtained in the Task Efficiency metric score indicates that participants in the first trial required on average approximately the double of time than an expert to successfully accomplish the tasks. However, the results also show that efficiency metrics scores notably improve after the first trial. Participants who attended several sessions obtained a Task Efficiency score of 87 and 95 in the second and third trial, respectively. The obtained Learnability metric score points out that little time and effort is needed for becoming proficient with ViSH Editor. Summarizing, the results of the evaluation were very positive and indicated that ViSH Editor is easy and pleasant to use and that authors can use it without any prior training. These results can be considered highly reliable since the usability study involved 12 participants, which is a suitable number when the lab test usability method is used [52].

To date, there are hardly any studies that have quantitatively measured the usability of Learning Object authoring tools. One exception is the usability evaluation carried out in [24] with six users, where the GLO Maker tool achieved a task success rate around 90%. In this evaluation ViSH Editor achieved a task success rate of 92%. Although these results cannot be compared due to the differences between the tasks, there is a consensus that authoring tools that obtain high scores on usability metrics such as task success rate can be considered as easy to use.

Figure 5 Learnability of ViSH Editor: performance metrics scores across trials.
Evaluation of the User Acceptance

An online survey was conducted among the users of the ViSH platform to gather general feedback about the ViSH Editor authoring tool. An email with the link to the survey was sent to all ViSH users that had used ViSH Editor to create and publish at least one Learning Object. Besides, a link to the survey was also included in the “About” section of the tool. A total of 180 surveys were collected. The sample consisted of 180 authors, 44% males and 56% females, 18–65 years of age (M = 40.2, SD = 11.7). Table 1 shows the results of the survey including for each question the number of responses (N), the mean value (M), and the standard deviation (SD). Some questions of the survey were related to concrete features of ViSH Editor. Each of these questions was answered only by the users who have used the corresponding feature and therefore, in these cases the number of responses differs from the number of respondents.

These results show that ViSH Editor has a high user acceptance among the users of the ViSH community. Overall opinion recorded a mean of 4 in a 1–5 scale and 93.3% of the users answered that they would recommend the tool to others. Authors found the tool easy to use and were satisfied with the usefulness of the Learning Objects created. Besides, authors feel that the different features offered by the tool were suitable. Since the combination of different types of content is a characteristic of successful Learning Objects [53], it is important for Learning Object authoring tools to offer suitable features for that. In this case, authors were satisfied with the features provided by ViSH Editor to add and combine text, multimedia resources, websites, own files, and quizzes. The creation of quizzes seems to be a key feature since they allow to effectively enhance the quality of the Learning Objects [54]. Authors were also satisfied with the features for creating novel Learning Objects (i.e. Flashcards, Virtual Tours, and Enriched Videos). They stated that creating new and innovative resources was very useful. Lastly, the results obtained by the features for importing and integrating Learning Objects indicate that authors were able to reuse Learning Objects in an effective way.

Table 1: Results of the ViSH Editor Survey Among Users of the ViSH Platform

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Previous experience with Authoring Tools</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(None) – 5 (A lot)</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is your overall opinion of ViSH Editor?</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(awful) – 5 (excellent)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How would you describe the experience of learning to use ViSH Editor?</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(very difficult) – 5 (very easy)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Please rate the usefulness of the Interactive Presentations created with ViSH Editor</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(not useful) – 5 (very useful)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Please rate your overall experience using various features of ViSH Editor:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing text</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adding multimedia resources</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adding websites</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uploading your own files</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating quizzes</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating flashcards</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating virtual tours</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating enriched videos</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importing other ViSH Editor Learning Objects</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importing slideshows from PDF files</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help and walkthroughs</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would you recommend ViSH Editor to others?</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>93.3%</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Average Quality Scores of ViSH Editor Learning Objects Based on LORI (N = 316)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall score (LORI weighted arithmetic mean quality metric)</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LORI items 1–5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Content quality</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Learning goal alignment</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Feedback and adaptation</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Motivation</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Presentation design</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Interaction usability</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Accessibility</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Reusability</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Standards compliance</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EVALUATION OF THE CREATED LEARNING OBJECTS

Quality Evaluation

ViSH has a team of reviewers who evaluate the Learning Objects published in the platform using the LORI instrument [47] through a web platform called LOEP [55]. A total of 18 reviewers participated in the evaluations of this study: six e-Learning experts, nine educators, and three designers. Reviewers used the version 1.5 of LORI which considers the nine criteria (or LORI items) listed in Table 2. When using LORI, reviewers have to rate each item using a 5-point scale. A total of 316 Learning Objects created with ViSH Editor were evaluated using LORI. Each of them was evaluated by at least three reviewers generating a total amount of 1,045 evaluations (3.3 evaluations per Learning Object on average). Quality scores were calculated in a 0–10 scale according to the “LORI Weighted Arithmetic Mean” metric proposed and validated in [56]. This metric calculates the score of a Learning Object as the weighted arithmetic mean of all LORI items scores, giving different importance to each criterion. The weights were obtained through a survey among the ViSH reviewers. When a Learning Object is scored higher or equal to 5 it can be considered of high enough quality to be used for education [56]. Table 2 shows the main results of the LORI evaluations. Figure 6 shows the histogram of the quality scores obtained by the Learning Objects according to the “LORI Weighted Arithmetic Mean” metric.

Learning Objects created with ViSH Editor and published in the ViSH platform obtained satisfactory average scores on all criteria as well as a good average overall quality score (M = 6.1, SD = 1.7) from the reviewers who evaluated them using LORI. The “Feedback and Adaptation” (M = 2.7, SD = 1.0) criterion was the only one which recorded a mean below the midpoint of the scale. This indicates that although ViSH Editor provides powerful features to provide feedback and adaptation such as quizzes and the integration of adaptive Learning Objects, some authors do not use them regularly. This also points out that more work could be done for facilitating the creation of adaptive contents. The “Interaction Usability” (M = 3.3, SD = 0.8) criterion indicate that ViSH Editor was able to allow authors to create interactive and easy to use Learning Objects. However, the value obtained was moderate and this brings to light that some authors are not taking full advantage of the features to integrate interactive resources. Histogram of LORI quality scores shows that there are Learning Objects with very
WBLT-S criteria 1-7

The ViSH platform obtained satisfactory average scores on all results of the evaluations. Figure 7 shows the histogram of the WBLT-S scores provided by the LOEP system which has a 7-point Likert scale. Learning Objects from a learner’s perspective. It considers the 13 criteria listed on Table 3. In ViSH, learners use a version of WBLT-S provided by the LOEP system which has a 7-point Likert scale. A total of 72 Learning Objects created with ViSH Editor were evaluated by learners through WBLT-S generating a total amount of 909 evaluations (12.6 evaluations per Learning Object on average). Scores were calculated in a 0–10 scale using an arithmetic mean metric. Thereby, the score of each Learning Object was calculated as the arithmetic mean of all WBLT-S criteria scores converted to a 0–10 scale. Table 3 shows the main results of the evaluations. Figure 7 shows the histogram of the scores obtained by the Learning Objects based on the WBLT-S evaluations.

Learning Objects created with ViSH Editor and published in the ViSH platform obtained satisfactory average scores on all criteria as well as a good average overall score (\(M=7.8, \sigma=1.7\)) from the learners who evaluate them using WBLT-S. WBLT-S evaluations show that learners found the Learning Objects very engaging, beneficial for their learning, and easy to use. Besides, learners indicated that they would like to use Learning Objects in more occasions. Graphics and animations were scored satisfactorily pointing out that ViSH Editor allowed authors to effectively integrate this type of resources in their Learning Objects. The score obtained by the feedback criterion indicates that the tool was also effective in supporting authors to add quizzes and importing other assessment resources. Histogram of WBLT-S scores shows that around 95% of the Learning Objects were scored higher than 5. Thus, it can be stated that the tool has proven to be able to allow users to create Learning Objects effective from the learners’ perspective.

**Effectiveness Evaluation in a Repository of Open Educational Resources**

Learning Objects published in the ViSH platform are also evaluated by end users using WBLT-S \[48,49\]. WBLT-S allows assessing the effectiveness as educational resources of the Learning Objects from a learner’s perspective. It considers the 13 criteria listed on Table 3. In ViSH, learners use a version of WBLT-S provided by the LOEP system which has a 7-point Likert scale. A total of 72 Learning Objects created with ViSH Editor were evaluated by learners through WBLT-S generating a total amount of 909 evaluations (12.6 evaluations per Learning Object on average). Scores were calculated in a 0–10 scale using an arithmetic mean metric. Thereby, the score of each Learning Object was calculated as the arithmetic mean of all WBLT-S criteria scores converted to a 0–10 scale. Table 3 shows the main results of the evaluations. Figure 7 shows the histogram of the scores obtained by the Learning Objects based on the WBLT-S evaluations.

Learning Objects created with ViSH Editor and published in the ViSH platform obtained satisfactory average scores on all criteria as well as a good average overall score (\(M=7.8, \sigma=1.7\)) from the learners who evaluate them using WBLT-S. WBLT-S evaluations show that learners found the Learning Objects very engaging, beneficial for their learning, and easy to use. Besides, learners indicated that they would like to use Learning Objects in more occasions. Graphics and animations were scored satisfactorily pointing out that ViSH Editor allowed authors to effectively integrate this type of resources in their Learning Objects. The score obtained by the feedback criterion indicates that the tool was also effective in supporting authors to add quizzes and importing other assessment resources. Histogram of WBLT-S scores shows that around 95% of the Learning Objects were scored higher than 5. Thus, it can be stated that the tool has proven to be able to allow users to create Learning Objects effective from the learners’ perspective.

**Effectiveness Evaluation in a Classroom Environment**

A study was conducted in a public secondary school in order to evaluate the learning effectiveness in terms of engagement and academic performance of the Learning Objects created with ViSH Editor.

A total of 38 12th grade students participated in the study, 16 males and 22 females, 17–18 years of age (\(M=17.2, \sigma=0.6\)). Students took a teaching unit about Internet and computer networks in a 12th grade subject called “Information and Communication Technologies”. The teaching unit was completed in five 2-h lessons (10 h in total), which were conducted in a computer lab with Internet connection. In each lesson, students used one Learning Object created with ViSH Editor. Therefore, five Learning Objects were used in total. Students accessed to the Learning Objects directly on the ViSH web portal. The teacher was present, encouraged students to pursue the learning activities, and provided clarification to the students when it was necessary, but students learned the contents exclusively from the Learning Objects. After each lesson, the Learning Object used in that lesson was evaluated by the students through WBLT-S \[48,49\] and by the teacher through WBLT-T (WBLT Evaluation Scale for Teachers) \[49\]. WBLT-T is a scale similar to WBLT-S but intended to be used by teachers in order to allow them to evaluate the effectiveness of the Learning Objects they employed in their lectures. Thus, the five Learning Objects used in the teaching unit were evaluated by the 38 students generating 190 WBLT-S evaluations and by the teacher generating five WBLT-T evaluations. Tables 4 and 5 show, respectively, the results of the students’ evaluations and of the teacher’s evaluations. For each student and the teacher, the score of each criterion was calculated by averaging the scores given to the five Learning Objects used in the lessons. Standard deviation is included in Table 4 to show the variation among students’ scores but not in Table 5 since WBLT-T evaluations were carried out by a single teacher. Finally, after completing the five lessons, students took an exam on paper about the concepts presented in the teaching unit.
Learning Objects. Therefore, that ViSH Editor allows teachers to create effective Learning Objects. The "Conformance" score (M=6.5, SD=1.1) in terms of completeness, conformance, consistency, and findability. Histogram of metadata quality scores shows that metadata of around 82% of the Learning Objects were calculated for 1,486 Learning Objects created with ViSH Editor. Metadata evaluation shows their histogram.

**Quality Evaluation from a Reusability Perspective**

The ViSH reviewers team who evaluate the Learning Objects published in the platform using the LORI instrument [47] rate their accessibility, reusability, and standards compliance. Accessibility takes into account if the Learning Objects can be accessed from portable devices, reusability (as defined in LORI) assess the ability of the Learning Objects to be used in varying learning contexts and with learners from differing backgrounds, and standards compliance assess the adherence of the Learning Objects to e-Learning standards and specifications. Thus, the evaluation of these three criteria provides a measure of the capacity of the Learning Objects to be reused in different e-Learning systems and educational environments. The results of the LORI evaluations are shown in Table 2. Reviewers rated Learning Objects positively in terms of "Accessibility" (M=3.4, SD=0.7), "Reusability" (M=3.2, 0.9) and "Standards Compliance" (M=4.5, 0.4). The high score obtained by the "Standards Compliance" criterion is because all Learning Objects created with the tool can be exported to SCORM 1.2 and SCORM 2004, and are tagged with LOM compliant metadata. In summary, these results indicate that ViSH Editor allows creating Learning Objects with suitable characteristics to facilitate their reuse in different contexts and e-Learning systems.

**Metadata Evaluation**

The evaluation of metadata is important in order to assess reusability because the more complete the metadata of a Learning Object are, the higher is its capacity to be found and reused [36]. In the ViSH platform, metadata quality is measured by using a set of five metadata quality metrics: "Completeness", "Conformance", "Consistency", "Coherence", and "Findability". These metrics are fully explained in [6]. ViSH automatically calculates the metadata quality scores in a 0–10 scale for all published Learning Objects based on their metadata using these metrics particularized for the LOM standard and the ViSH repository. Besides, an overall metadata quality score is calculated in a 0–10 scale as the arithmetic mean of all previous scores. Metadata quality scores were calculated for 1,486 Learning Objects created with ViSH Editor. Table 6 shows these metadata quality scores and Figure 8 shows their histogram.

**Results**

Show that authors tagged most of the Learning Objects using ViSH Editor with good metadata (M=6.3, SD=1.3) in terms of completeness, conformance, consistency, coherence, and findability. Histogram of metadata quality scores shows that metadata of around 82% of the Learning Objects recorded scores higher than 5 out of 10. The "Completeness" score (M=7.1, SD=1.3) indicates that, in general, metadata contain enough information to have a comprehensive description of the Learning Objects. The "Conformance" score (M=6.5, SD=1.1) points out that metadata are considerably useful for users in order to find, identify, and select Learning Objects. The score obtained for the "Consistency" metric (M=10.0, SD=0.0) proves that metadata generated by ViSH Editor fully adhere to the LOM standard. For metrics "Coherence" and "Findability", average scores below 5 out of 10 were obtained together with high standard deviations. This is because authors did not tag some Learning Objects with important metadata such as their descriptions and keywords, and therefore, the obtained coherence and findability
Learning Objects.

been reused to create or enrich other ViSH Editor Learning Objects reused to create new ones was calculated as the number of hours that users have spent interacting with ViSH Editor Learning Objects with appropriate metadata.

represents the number of hours that users have spent interacting with ViSH Editor Learning Objects.

Learning Objects (N = 1,486) have been saved by at least one user into a collection compared to the total number of ViSH Editor Learning Objects in the repository.

A total of 2,594 Learning Objects have been created by ViSH users through ViSH Editor. These resources have delivered around 64,984 h of learning since August 2014 (around 95 h per day), have received more than one million of visits and have been downloaded around 145,000 times. The percentage of Learning Objects reused to create new ones was 12%. This result is quite similar to the 11.5% obtained in the quantitative analysis of reuse conducted by Ochoa [6] in ARIADNE. Our results also show that around one of every three Learning Objects was reused in collections. This ratio of reuse is notably higher than those obtained by previous research [6,7], in which ratios of reuse of around 25% and 19% were found, respectively in the repositories Connexions and LRE. Taking into account this empirical evidence, the results obtained in the LORI evaluations where the accessibility, reusability, and standards compliance of the Learning Objects were assessed, and the metadata quality scores calculated, it can be stated that ViSH Editor is capable of creating Learning Objects with a high reusability that can be easily shared and distributed.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents ViSH Editor, an easy to use open source web-based authoring tool to create effective and reusable Learning Objects. A complete evaluation of the tool has been conducted addressing three key factors: the usability and user acceptance of the authoring tool, the quality and learning effectiveness of the created Learning Objects, and the reusability of these resources. The results of the usability evaluation indicated that ViSH Editor is easy and pleasant to use and that authors can use the tool without any prior training and need little time and effort for becoming proficient with it. A survey conducted among 180 users revealed a high user acceptance of the tool. The evaluations of quality and learning effectiveness proved that the tool is able to allow users to create Learning Objects with high quality and effective in terms of learner engagement and academic performance. Finally, the reusability evaluation indicated that ViSH Editor is capable of creating Learning Objects with a high reusability that can be easily shared and distributed. Based on the results of these evaluations, and in answer to the research question of the study, we conclude that ViSH Editor is an authoring tool capable of allowing educators to create effective and reusable Learning Objects in an easy way. Besides, the tool is distributed under an open source license, which is a requirement that some researchers have indicated that a Learning Object authoring tool should meet [13].

The present paper makes an important contribution by providing evidence that educators can create effective and reusable Learning Objects in an easy way if they are provided with suitable authoring tools. It also identifies several characteristics that should

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6 Average Metadata Quality Scores of ViSH Editor Learning Objects (N = 1,486)</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall metadata quality score 0-10</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metadata quality scores 0-10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Completeness: degree to which the metadata instance contains all the information needed to have a comprehensive representation of the described resource.</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Conformance: degree to which the metadata instance fulfills the requirements of a given community of users for a given set of tasks: find, identify, and select.</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Consistency: degree to which the metadata instance matches the LOM metadata standard definition.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Coherence: degree to which all the fields of the metadata instance describe the same object in a similar way.</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Findability: ease with which the metadata instance can be found.</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7 Usage Statistics of Learning Objects Created with ViSH Editor in the ViSH Platform

| Number of Learning Objects created | 2,594 |
| Number of learning hours delivered | 64,984 |
| Number of visits                   | 1,133,206 |
| Number of downloads                | 145,365 |
| Percentage of Learning Objects reused to create new Learning Objects | 12.0 % |
| Percentage of Learning Objects reused in collections | 33.5 % |

Figure 8 Histogram of metadata quality scores obtained by ViSH Editor Learning Objects.
be considered in the implementation of such tools. Therefore, results of this study can drive future development of better Learning Object authoring tools. In order for the strategy of creating Learning Objects using authoring tools to be successful, these tools need to be easy to use and able to create effective Learning Objects with high reusability. Nevertheless, there is no authoring tool that can guarantee that the educational resources it creates have a suitable quality and learning effectiveness, although they can help to make this happen. Although there are some works in the literature that have described and evaluated open source Learning Object authoring tools [15–24], none of them have performed an evaluation addressing all the aspects evaluated in this study. Therefore, this work can be useful for developers and other researchers interested in evaluating Learning Object authoring systems. Besides, the evaluation of a Learning Object authoring tool in the context of a repository of open educational resources also constitutes a novel contribution.

We plan to further improve the authoring tool and extend it with new features to support the xAPI e-Learning standard, create more interactive Learning Objects such as 3D Flashcards or augmented reality resources and facilitate the creation of adaptive Learning Objects capable of tailoring their behaviour according to the learners’ profile. Finally, we make a call for further research to examine the use of Learning Objects created with different systems in various educational environments to investigate how to use Learning Objects in a more effective way, and to identify new features that can be useful for authoring tools in order to produce more effective and reusable Learning Objects.
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